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Abstract: Malware is pernicious software in networks and spreading widely throughout in network area and cause a critical threat to
network security. Till date we are not aware of malware behavior in networks. In this paper, we will find how malware propagates in
networks and build a two layer epidemic model for malware propagation. In proposed model our analysis says that distribution of a
given malware follows exponential distribution and power law distribution with a short exponential tail and power law distribution at its
early, late and final stages and experiments also done by taking two real world malware data sets and results confirm our theoretical
values.
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1. Introduction
Malware are pernicious software programs used by cyber
attackers, by using their software they can undermine as
many networked computers as they can do. An undermine
computer is called as bot. All undermine bots by a malware
is called as botnet. Cyber attackers constitute challenges to
cyber defenders so defenders must know malware behavior
such as size of botnets, distribution of bots.

computer. Here we have two types of nodes one is infected
node and other is healthy node. If any node is infected then
its spread its infection to other neighbor nodes. After the
infected node is cured along with healthy node it may get
attack by virus. Some models are susceptible-infectedsusceptible (SIS) and susceptible-infected-removed (SIR) are
used for computer virus infections.
For networks malware attacks are very important because
malware is pernicious software that includes viruses, worms,
and a spyware and bots .The main characteristic of malware
is self expansion. The attackers mainly attack the IP address
using some scanning methods and collect information about
networks and forms malware. Localized scanning are used to
search local networks for vulnerable hosts .Routable
scanning malware are type of malware they select target only
in routable address space.
In this paper it describes how attackers are attack the
information of users so that they can take control over on
that system here we have the community where they can
control the system and see that no one attack the systems if
they find any system attack they recover the system using
model.

Figure 1: Internet and network level distribution
Above fig 1 indicates two levels one is internet level and
other is network level were these two levels describes the
malware expansion. In network level a network could be
defined in many ways it could be a country network, the
group of specific mobile devices and so on .In internet level
every network act as an element for network level .
Malware becomes one of the most security problems on the
internet and day by day it increasing and strengthen by cyber
attackers. Everyone is aware about virus which is spreading
in a network. When we attach new device to our computer or
download anything we check for virus if it exists we use
antivirus for that so it won’t spread to other software in our

2. Background Work
To date, we are not having any strong believed of malware
size and distribution botnets. Researchers have appointed
different methods to measure the size of botnets, such as
botnet infiltration [1], External information [2], DNS
redirection [3]. These attempts indicate that the size of
botnets varies from millions to a few thousands. Researchers
seriously desire effective models and explanations for the
chaos[12]. Dagon et al [3] revealed that number of available
bots have obvious impact by time zone. In survey paper [8]
we can find more details about mobile malware. Mieghem et
al [4] indicates that malware spreading has more impact by
network topology through their rigorous mathematical
analysis. Finding about malware propagation in network
topology by Chen and ji [9]: the distribution is non uniform.
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This indicates in this field he has done research in its early
stage.
The current models for malware divided in to two types the
epidemiology model and control theoretic model. The
control system theory based models try to detect the spread
of malware [10].The epidemiology model are more
concentrate on number of undermine hosts and their
distributions said by S.H.Sellke, N.B.Shroff and S.Bagchi.
The epidemic theory plays a major role in malware
propagation. The epidemic models have one critical
condition that is a large vulnerable population because their
principle is based on different equations. We can find more
details about epidemic model by D.J.Daley and J.Gani. Zhou
et al by using Susceptible-infected (SI) model at early stage
he predict growth of internet worms .A Susceptible-infectedrecovered model (SIR) used by Geo and Liu to describe
mobile virus propagation. The Distribution of malware in
large scale networks has a sufficient volume of data to meet
the requirements of the SI model.
Apart from epidemic model, we divided our model in to two
layers. First, for a given time we calculate how many
networks have been compromised based on SI model.
Second, for undermine network we calculate how many host
have been undermine from the time that network have been
undermine. From this analysis we find that the distribution of
given malware follows exponential distribution at early
stage, and accept power law distribution with short
exponential tail at its late stage. The two layer epidemic
model better in large scale networks compared with single
layer epidemic model. We determine our theoretical values
through two real word data sets: The Android based malware
Y.Zhou and X.Jiang and conficker [11] and confirmed that
theoretical values are same as experimental values.
A program which is written by malware programmer, called
as bot or agent. Combination of bots is called as botnet.
Using Virus techniques install bots at undermine computers
on the internet. Botnets were controlled by owner to perform
illegal tasks. To communicate with the bots and collect data
from that we have command and control (c & c) server(s).
The URL of the C & C was regularly changed by botmaster
to divert from legal forces. We get more information about
this from [1]. Now- a- days many mobile malware increased
along with smart phones. The Symbian OS for mobile
devices was first developed by Cabir [5]. Using Bluetooth it
was the first malware propagating. Malware against Apple
iphones was developed by Ikee [6]. Malware against
Windows CE OS was developed by Brador [7]. The history
of mobile malware and surveyed their propagation models by
Peng et al [8].
Torpig botnet URL was register by stone Gross et al [1]
before botmaster to hijack the C&C server for ten days in
that duration they will collect 70GB data from the bots, and
they reported that Torpig botnet was 182,800 were median
and average size of Torpig’s live population was 49272 and
48532 and they indicated that live populations fluctuates as
user switch between being online and offline. Some issues on
this were given by Dagon et al in [3].

Botnets are major source for cyber criminals to carry out
their prohibited work. Such as sending spam mails by
A.Ramachandran in [1], taking personal data such as mail
accounts or bank credentials by T.Holz and S.Saroiu in [1].
We can get more details about bonnet analysis and size from
[1]. The size of botnet were became debate for research
community. The hidden botnet connections were finded and
exposed in [2] and discussed their hidden relationships
among botnets. From [2] we came to know that, they first
create a botnet dimensional structural feature vector. For
unique identity we have the following features: DNS name
or IP address of IRC server, name of the IRC network name,
IRC Channel name, server version and Botmaster IDS (We
can get IDS from IRC trace.
The observations of previous botnets help us to predict the
future botnets. Botnets are widespread so we need a
technique to rank them .Existing models predict the total
botnet population but it will takes lengthy period of time.[12]
Virus will take less time to spread infections so we need a
model to predict population growth in less time .The
computers in every time zone form as a group . The
computers in each time zone whether they are infected or
still vulnerable have the same diurnal dynamics. The number
of infected hosts in a region may vary according to time. We
can know more details about time zone in [3].

3. System Architecture
In malware we can see mainly following interactions that is
Admin, user and Database that interaction were shown in
below fig 4. The Admin Server will perform the operations
like analyzing documents and it will check the content of the
document whether that document contain malware are not. If
the documents contain malware then Admin will scanned
that documents to find the malicious users who will increase
malware in social networks and admin will keep them in
block list.
Data provider will play a key role in this system design
because it will browse the required file and uploads in the
social network; after uploading it will share with their
friends. The data provider will perform the following
operations like Add documents and view documents. Any
user wants to add new document they must enter document
title and document name.
After submission it will store in the database .If data provider
wants to view documents details like document name,
document title, and document content and related images.
User is the main key role in the system design because user
will perform the operations like view messages, send
messages, view or search users and send friend request and
friends can share data among them. User can do these types
of operations after login with their user id and password
.User will get user id and password after successful
registration .Registration contain user details.
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S (𝑘𝑖 , 𝑡′) = 𝐶𝑖 (0)𝑒𝛽 𝑀𝑖 𝑡′
We find that, at the early stage all the size of compromised
networks follows an exponential distribution.
At final stage we can get concrete conclusion of the
propagation of malware.
Theorem: 2
At the final stage (t=∞) of malware propagation in the
internet the malware propagation follows power law
distribution.
Figure 2: Interaction between user and admin

4. Proposed Methodology
Early stage : - At early stage , the breakout of malware
means only the less percentage of vulnerable hosts have
been undermine and follows exponential distributions .
Final stage: - At Final stage, malware means all vulnerable
hosts have been undermine.
Late stage: - At late stage, the time interval between both
previous stages were finded.
We examine our theoretical analysis through two large-scale
malware: Android malware and conficker. In recent Android
malware is a fast developing leading smart phone based
malware by Zhou and jiang. Conficker is the most recent
worm; it is the internet based state-of-the-art botnet [11]. As
reported in [11], it has infected about 7 million to 15 million
hosts and till now victims increasing .By studying conficker,
we aspire to understand the current and new trends in
malware propagation , it will help to predict in future
malware trends . We came to know that conficker has very
different victim distribution patterns compared to previous
generation botnets. When we faced with new malware
threats such as conficker at that time reputation-based
blacklisting approach can perform but by cross checking
several DNS blacklists and IP/AS reputation data from
DShield , FIRE and STUDY in [11] shows that a blacklistbased approach can detect most bots and reputation-based
were poorly detected . Reputation based techniques for
future malware defense shown that neighborhood watch is an
effective approach in conficker case. From this we came to
know that security alert play a better solution for future
malware defense. The important feature of conficker is, it
will update itself. It automatically generates new domain
names D.Watson in [11] and it wills connects to those
domain names and update its version automatically to avoid
detection.
Theorem: 1
At the early stage of malware propagation in the internet, the
malware propagation follows exponential distributions.
Proof:
At a time point of the early stage (0≤t<𝑇𝑒 ) of a malware
breakout the number of compromised networks as
C (t) =C (0)𝑒 𝛽𝑁𝑡
C (t) follows exponential distribution. For any of the
compromised networks, it has progressed t’ (0<t’≤t<𝑇𝑒 ) time
units and its size is

Proof:
All the vulnerable hosts have been compromised namely
S(𝑘𝑖, ∞)=𝑀𝑖 ,i=1,2,…..,N.
Based on the above discussion, We know 𝑀𝑖 (i=1,2,…,N)
follows the power law distribution.
Now we move to late stage of malware propagation.
Theorem: 3
At the late stage (𝑇𝑒 ≤ 𝑡 < ∞) of a malware breakout in
the internet, the malware distribution contains two parts
namely power law and short exponential tail.
Proof:
Assume that a malware propagation has progressed for t
(t>>𝑇𝑒 ) time units. Let t’=t-𝑇𝑒 . The compromised C (t)
hosts by time point t’ were separated then we have two
groups of compromised hosts.
According to theorem 2, the compromised hosts before t’
follows the power law as t’>>𝑇𝑒 and all the compromised
hosts after t’ are still in their early stage .Hence these
compromised networks follows Exponential distribution.
The network compromised after time point t’ are at the tail of
the distribution.
For a given network 𝐾𝑖 for 𝑡1 >𝑡2 we have,
S(𝑘𝑖, 𝑡1 )≥S(𝐾𝑖, 𝑡2 )
Due to the fact that t’>>

𝑇𝑒 , 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑠 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑠 𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑎𝑠 t

he length of exponential tail is much shorter than the length
of main body.
Experiments
For Experiment purpose in this we use two malware data
sets. Shin et al [11] from all over the world he collected
about 25 million conficker data sets at different levels. The
large data set about Android based malware were collected
by Zhou and jiang . Stochastic branching process model were
proposed by Sellke et al for propagation of internet worms
characteristics it will mainly focus on the number of
undermine computers against the worms scan number.
Ganesh et al fined that speed of epidemics were affected by
network topology. To analyze the spread of virus in networks
N-intertwined Markov chain model were applied by
Mieghem e al. [4]. In below fig 3, we came to know how
time increasing according to recruited members
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Figure 5: Admin login

Figure 3: Time propagation for recruited members

5. Experimental Results
We have created a user log in and Admin log in to upload
files into database. Where user login and upload his file as
shown in fig:4.

Fig 5: depicts the login page for admin where admin can
login and view the uploaded files and provide security.
Admin can view the friend requests and responses as shown
in fig: 6

Figure 6: View user friend request and response

Figure 4: Upload files

Figure 7: View all documents
Admin can view all the documents in database as shown in
fig: 7
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Figure 8: Block user
The admin can block any user who is trying to do any
harmful activity as shown in fig: 8. Hence security can be
enhanced.

6. Conclusion
In this paper we completely known the problem of malware
distribution at large scale networks and solution to this
problem is given by cyber defender as the network security
community. Comparing with single layer epidemic model,
this two layer epidemic model improves accuracy. In this
two layer, upper layer concentrate on the networks of a large
scale and lower layer concentrate on the hosts of a given
network .After performing the restricted analysis based on
the proposed model we obtain three conclusions :The given
malware in networks follow exponential distribution ,power
law distribution at its early, late and final stage . After
performing experiments by taking two real world large scale
malware their results conforms theoretical values.
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7. Future Work
In further discussion we have many directions that could be
further explored. Some of them are listed below:
 In this concept mainly we have to know about when and
how malware distribution moves from an exponential
distribution to the power law distribution.
 In reality at the same network multiple malware may
coexist but the fact that different malware focus on
different vulnerabilities, and distribution of different
malware may not be same.
 We can find more details about the length of exponential
tail of a power law distribution at late stage. Defenders can
concentrate more on networks.
 In this paper we focused only on one malware, In future
we are interested to find distribution of multiple malware
on large scale networks.
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